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1.Indo-African Relations. 
 

Theme : International Relations 
GS - 2 
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a. Context 
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e. Various Issues 
f. Chinese Presence in Africa 
g. What Shall India do? 
h. Road Ahead 
 
Context :  

• The India-Africa Defence Dialogue (IADD) was recently held on the sidelines of Defence Expo 2022 
and successfully brought fifty African countries and India together on a single stage. 

• The IADD adopted a ‘Gandhinagar declaration’ as an outcome document. It proposes to enhance 
cooperation in the field of training in all areas of mutual interest. 

 

 
 
 
Significance of Africa :  
 

• Africa is critical to India’s security, especially the Horn of Africa region, because of its proximity to 
India. The threat of radicalism, piracy, and organized crime emerges from this region 

• Africa can help us in diversifying our energy sources, which is one of the stated objectives of our 
Integrated Energy Policy 
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• Africa also contains a rich reservoir of valuable minerals, metals including gold and diamond 
• Africa provides a space for Indian investment 
• Africa has ample agricultural land which can address India’s food security. India is looking at 

leasing land in Africa to overcome the land deficit that we face in terms of arable land 
• Support of African countries is important for India’s aim of gaining a permanent seat in the UNSC 
• Africa provides a space for displaying both India’s soft and hard power 
• India has been actively involved in the peace and stability of African countries through UN 

Peacekeeping operations. India is involved in the capacity building of African countries. Africa is 
also the largest beneficiary of India’s ITEC programme 

• India has been aggressively putting forward the issue of apartheid on multilateral forums such as 
UN, NAM And Commonwealth 

 

 
The 10 Guiding Principles for India-Africa Engagement :  
 
The ‘10 guiding principles for India-Africa engagement’ : 

• Africa will be at the top of our priorities. We will continue to intensify and deepen our 
engagement with Africa. As we have shown, it will be sustained and regular. 

• Our development partnership will be guided by your priorities. We will build as much local 
capacity and create local opportunities as possible. It will be on terms that are comfortable to you, 
that will liberate your potential and not constrain your future. 

• We will keep our markets open and make it easier and more attractive to trade with India. We will 
support our industry to invest in Africa. 

Present Ties between India & Africa  : 
• The institutionalization of relations: Since 2008, India and Africa’s relations have been 

institutionalized. The India-Africa Forum Summit constitutes the basic framework for the 
relations under the South-South Cooperation platform. So far 3 summits have been organized. 

• Opening of embassies: In July 2019, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman announced that India 
would open embassies in 18 African countries. This would result in Indian embassies being 
located in 47 of 54 African countries. 

• Economic engagement: India’s economic engagement with Africa began intensifying in the 
early 2000s. India’s total trade with Africa grew from US$ 6.8 billion in 2003 to US$ 76.9 billion 
in 2018, and India is now Africa’s third-largest trade partner. 

• Investments: Indian investments in Africa have also grown rapidly in the last decade and the 
country is currently the seventh-largest investor in Africa. The scale of India’s development 
cooperation with Africa has also grown rapidly. 

• The flow of LoC: From 2003 onwards, India began to use concessional lines of credit (LoC) as 
one of its key development partnership instruments to fund the construction of railway lines, 
electrification and irrigation projects, farm mechanization projects, among others. India has 
sanctioned 182 LoC projects in Africa of about US$ 10.5 billion 

• Bilateral cooperation: includes solar energy development, climate change talks, information 
technology, cyber security, maritime security, disaster relief, counter-terrorism and military 
training. 

• Soft power projection: India provides about 50,000 scholarships to African students each year 
under its ITEC programme. Also, the huge Indian diaspora is a major asset. 
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• We will harness India’s experience with the digital revolution to support Africa’s development; 
improve the delivery of public services; extend education and health; spread digital literacy; 
expand financial inclusion; and mainstream the marginalized. 

• Africa has 60 percent of the world’s arable land, but produces just 10 percent of the global 
output. We will work with you to improve Africa’s agriculture. 

• Our partnership will address the challenges of climate change. 
• We will strengthen our cooperation and mutual capabilities in combating terrorism and 

extremism; keeping our cyberspace safe and secure; and, supporting the UN in advancing and 
keeping the peace. 

• We will work with African nations to keep the oceans open and free for the benefit of all nations. 
The world needs cooperation and competition in the eastern shores of Africa and the eastern 
Indian Ocean. 

• As global engagement in Africa increases, we must all work together to ensure that Africa does 
not once again turn into a theater of rival ambitions, but becomes a nursery for the aspirations of 
Africa’s youth. 

• Just as India and Africa fought colonialism together, we will work together for a just, 
representative and democratic global order that has a voice for one-third of humanity that lives in 
Africa and India. 

 
Various Issues :  
 

• Declining trade: Bilateral trade was valued at $55.9 billion in 2020-21, fell by $10.8 billion 
compared to 2019-20, and $15.5 billion compared to the peak year of 2014-15. 

• Decline in investment: India’s investments in Africa too saw a decrease from $3.2 billion in 2019-
20 to $2.9 billion in 2020-21. 

• Short-term focused: Indian LoCs have not been designed to achieve a larger development goal 
such as food security, health security, clean energy or education for all. LoCs are typically used by 
recipient countries to fund small development projects such as roads, bridges, railway lines, 
power transmission and water supply systems. 

• Competing powers in Africa: India is not the only external power engaging Africa, developed 
countries and other emerging powers like China, Brazil and Russia have also been involved in 
various activities across the continent. 

• Lack of synchronization: there is no synchronization between different development instruments. 
LoCs, grants and capacity-building initiatives operate as standalone instruments of development 
cooperation, with almost no links with each other.  

• Racial attacks: Despite frequent references to Afro-Asian solidarity between the two nations, 
instances of violence against African students are common in India. 

 
Chinese Presence in Africa :  
 

• China has been investing heavily across the African continent throughout the last decade. 
• China’s interests are related to four major areas: infrastructural projects, financial assistance, 

natural resources and maritime interests. 
• While access to Africa’s natural resources, its untapped markets and support for the ‘One China 

Policy’ are primary drivers of Chinese engagement with the region, there are other factors at play. 
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What Shall India do? 
• A clear strategy for African development: India should prepare a focused Africa strategy for the 

next decade and identify a few areas for closer cooperation. 
• Continue the current focus on capacity building: A simple focus on building physical infrastructure 

and economic growth will not contribute to a stable and prosperous Africa. Investment in human 
capital is the key to development in Africa. 

• Harness Indian civil society organizations, NGOs, and Indian diaspora: The Government should 
explore greater collaboration with them to implement development projects in Africa at low 
costs. Some Indian organizations like Pratham and Barefoot College are already playing an 
important role in Africa. 

• Timely completion of projects: Efforts must be made to expedite the LoC projects. Lessons should 
be drawn from other countries that have a much better record in implementation. 

• Duty-free tariff preference scheme: Launched in 2008, India’s duty-free tariff preference scheme 
for Least Developed Nations has benefited 33 African states. The India–Africa Forum Summit- the 
official platform for African-Indian relations, is also contributing immensely to this building-up 
process. 

• India Africa Defence Ministers conclave: India has also launched several initiatives to develop 
closer relations, including the first-ever India Africa Defence Ministers conclave in February this 
year on the margins of the Defence Expo 2020. 

 
Road Ahead :  
 

• For mutual benefit, Africa and India should remain optimally engaged. The third India-Africa 
Forum Summit was held in 2015. The fourth summit, pending since last year, should be held as 
soon as possible. 

• Fresh financial resources for grants and concessional loans to Africa must be allocated, as previous 
allocations stand almost fully exhausted. The promotion of economic relations demands a higher 
priority. 

• To impart a 21st-century complexion to the partnership, developing and deepening collaborations 
in health, space and digital technologies are essential. 

• India should continue its role in peacekeeping in Africa, in lending support to African counter-
terrorism operations, and contributing to African institutions through training and capacity-
enhancing assistance. 

• Improve the experiences of Africans in India. The Indian government should ensure that Africans 
studying or working in India are safe and enjoy their stay in the country. Efforts should also be 
made to educate Indians about Africa so that people-to-people connections between India and 
Africa flourish. 

• Promote development-friendly private investments. The presence of Indian companies in Africa 
has grown rapidly in the last two decades. Given the emphasis on mutual benefit in its strategy, 
India’s development cooperation should be aligned with its commercial interests in Africa. 
Therefore, India should try to support Indian companies making the investment in development-
friendly projects for mutual benefit. 

• To overcome the China challenge in Africa, increased cooperation between India and its 
international allies, rates a priority. The recent India-EU Summit has identified Africa as a region 
where a partnership-based approach will be followed. 
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MAINS PRACTICE QUESTION : What are the 10 Guiding Principles for India-Africa Engagement ? Also 
briefly mention about the Chinese Presence in Africa. (250 words) 
 
FAQs :  
 
a.Which declaration was adopted at India Africa Defence Dialogue? 
ANS. The IADD adopted a ‘Gandhinagar declaration’ as an outcome document. 
 
b.What is the criticality of Africa to India? 
ANS. Africa is critical to India’s security, especially the Horn of Africa region, because of its proximity to 
India. The threat of radicalism, piracy, and organized crime emerges from this region. 
 
 

2. Indian Space Industry. 
 
Theme : Science & Technology 
GS - 3 
TABLE OF CONTENT  
a. Context 
b. Background behind Indian Space Industry 
c. Interesting facts about Indian Space Industry  
d. Role Played by the Private Sector 
e. Challenges 
f. Initiatives to Promote Space Industry 
g. Road Ahead 
 
Context : The Principal Scientific Adviser Ajay Kumar Sood stated in July 2022 that the government would 
soon come up with a new space policy to increase private sector participation in the industry. 
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Background behind Indian Space Industry : 
• The Indian space program is driven by the vision of Vikram Sarabhai, considered the father of the 

Indian space program. 
• India’s interest in space travel began in the early 1960s, when scientists launched a Nike-Apache 

rocket from TERLS, Kerala. 
• The Indian National Committee for Space Research was subsequently set up, which later became 

the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) functioning under a new independent Department 
of Space in the 1970s under the Prime Minister of India. 

• India’s space program has impressively evolved for the past 50 years. Throughout the years, ISRO 
has upheld its mission of bringing space to the service of the common man, and the service of the 
Nation. 

• Currently, India’s Space Industry is predominantly driven by the national Indian Space Research 
Organisation (ISRO). The industry includes over 500 private suppliers and other various bodies of 
the Department of Space in all commercial, research and arbitrary regards. 

 

 
Role Played by the Private Sector :  

• Over four decades, ISRO continued transferring technologies to small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs), leading to there being over 500 suppliers of various components in 2017. 

• During 1990’s, The Department of Space actively promoted the growth of the sector, leading to 
the establishment of the manufacturing of various systems. Large mapping projects for various 
civilian and military requirements were outsourced by the government, which drove the growth of 
India’s private space sector. However, the private sector still played a supporting role, while the 
government continued to dominate the space sector. 

• In the late 2010s, a large number of startups started to emerge throughout the country with their 
proposals and concepts to develop various satellite technologies and rockets. 

• A range of initiatives to deregulate the private space sector was introduced by Narendra Modi’s 
cabinet in June 2020, and the Indian National Space Promotion and Authorisation Centre 
(INSPACe) was established for incubating technology into private firms. 

• Throughout this time, various nondisclosure agreements and tech transfers have been taking 
place between ISRO and private entities. In February 2020, 35 startups came up in the space 
sector, of which three focused on designing rockets, 14 on designing satellites, and the rest on 
drone-based applications and services. 

Interesting facts about Indian Space Industry : 
• Among Top 5 nations: In terms of technological capabilities, India ranks among the top 5 

space-faring nations of the world. 
• Costing edge over others: India is globally recognized for building low-cost satellites and launch 

vehicles. The global 
•  space economy is estimated at ~US $440 billion. 
• 6th largest market player: As per SpaceTech Analytics, India is the sixth-largest player in the 

industry internationally having 3.6% of the world’s space-tech companies (as of 2021). The U.S. 
holds the leader’s spot housing 56.4% of all companies in the space-tech ecosystem. Other 
major players include the U.K. (6.5%), Canada (5.3%), China (4.7%) and Germany (4.1%). 

• Exponential growth ahead: In 2019, the space industry of India accounted for $7 billion or 2% 
of the global space industry. Antrix Corporation expects the industry to grow up to $50 billion 
by 2024 if provided with appropriate policy support. 
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• The number further grew to over 40 in January 2021. Two companies, Skyroot Aerospace and 
AgniKula Cosmos, have tested their engines and are in the advanced stages of developing their 
launch vehicles, while others have their launchers in the production pipeline and have launched 
satellites using ISRO rockets. 

 
Challenges  :  

• Absence of a framework: The reason for the lack of independent private participation in space 
includes the absence of a framework to provide transparency and clarity in-laws. 

• Brain drain: Another aspect to throw light on is the extensive brain drain in India, which has 
increased by 85% since 2005. 

• Policy bottlenecks: Brain drain can be linked to the bottlenecks in policies that create hindrances 
for private space ventures and founders to attract investors, making it virtually non-feasible to 
operate in India. 

• Security concerns from private activities: Government worries over knowledge sharing, launch 
methods, and satellite capabilities have led to a reluctance to allow private actors in the market 
due to security concerns. 

• Long gestation period: Many approval processes take a long time to complete. Approvals take 
around a year and a half. This comes at a time when the next three to four years are critical for 
the sector’s growth. 

• State control: The ISRO is directly controlled by the Department of Space (DOS), which is under 
the Prime Minister’s Office. 

• Licensing issues: Another regulatory worry is the licensing structure for satellite earth station 
gateways, which needs to be transformed to make it easier for any satellite operator to set one 
up. 

• Limited indigenization: Another challenge is promoting indigenous innovation. In the new global 
climate, the challenge for the country is to continue to benefit from this innovation. 

• Restricted FDI: Presently, FDI in space is allowed under government routes only for satellite 
establishment and operations. FDI in space is approved by the Government on a case-by-case 
basis and often this approval takes time. 

 
Initiatives to Promote Space Industry :  

• ANTRIX: ISRO’s business branch is called Antrix, which markets ISRO’s space products and 
technologies to a global audience. 

• Launching of the Indian Space Association (ISpA):  In 2021, the Government of India launched the 
Indian Space Association (ISpA) to open the Indian space industry to private sectors and start-ups. 
Several private companies like Larsen & Toubro, Nelco (Tata Group), OneWeb, MapmyIndia, 
Walchandnagar Industries are founding members of this organization. 

• Establishment of IN-SPACe: The Indian National Space Promotion and Authorisation Centre (IN-
SPACe) was mandated with the task of promoting, authorizing and licensing private players to 
carry out space activities. 

• Establishment of NSIL: New Space India Ltd (NSIL), is mandated to transfer the matured 
technologies developed by the ISRO to Indian industries. 

• Boost to Atmanirbhar call: This will enhance the diffusion of space technology and boost the space 
economy within the country, for a resurgent Atma Nirbhar Bharat. Additionally, it will enable the 
commercialization of space technology, boost private investments, and prepare the youth as 
space leaders, and innovations in the sector for the progress of humanity. 
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• Increased FDI limit in certain cases: witnessing the change in the approach of the Indian 
Government towards private player’s involvement, Indian companies will be allowed to invest up 
to 100% and 70% through FDI with approval of the center in all the streams viz. Upstream, 
midstream and downstream segments. 

• New Space Activities Bill: As of 2021, a new Space Activities Bill and a space policy are being 
drafted by NALSAR Centre for Aerospace and Defence laws to regulate space manufacturing and 
the legal aspects of the industry in India. 

 
Road Ahead : 

• Future readiness is the key to maintaining an edge in technology and ISRO endeavors to optimize 
and enhance its technologies as the needs and ambitions of the country evolve. 

• The Indian space industry thus is at the cusp of major evolution. Strong government handholding 
and ISRO’s mentorship of startups could play a significant role in the socioeconomic and 
technological development of India. 

 
MAINS PRACTICE QUESTION : What are the Present Day Challenges for the Indian Space Industry ? What 
are the Various Initiatives taken up by the government ? (250 words) 
 
FAQs :  
 
a.Where does India stand in the Space-faring nations of the World? 
ANS.  In terms of technological capabilities, India ranks among the top 5 space-faring nations of the world. 
 
b.What is the mandate of the NSIL ? 
ANS.  New Space India Ltd (NSIL), is mandated to transfer the matured technologies developed by the 
ISRO to Indian industries. 
 
 
 
 

3. BASIC nations oppose “Carbon Border Tax” 
Theme : Environment 
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Context : BASIC countries that include India have jointly stated that carbon border taxes, that could result 
in market distortion and aggravate the trust deficit amongst parties, must be avoided. 
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Benefitting Local EU manufacturers :  
The carbon border tax has wide appeal in Europe. It is supported by the new president of the European 
Commission. 

BASIC opposes what EU Proposes 
• The European Union has proposed a policy — called the Carbon Border Adjustment 

Mechanism– to tax products such as cement and steel that are extremely carbon intensive, 
with effect from 2026. 

• BASIC, a group constituting Brazil, India, South Africa and China have opposed this move. 
• These are large economies that are significantly dependent on coal, have for several years 

voiced common concerns and reiterated their right to use fossil fuel. 
 
Carbon Pricing 

• Carbon pricing is an approach to reducing carbon emissions that uses market mechanisms to 
pass the cost of emitting to emitters. 

• Its goal is to discourage the use of fossil fuels, address the causes of the climate crisis and meet 
national and international agreements. 

• Well-designed carbon pricing can change the behavior of consumers, businesses and investors 
while encouraging technological innovation and generating revenue that can be used 
productively. 

• There are a few carbon pricing instruments, such as a carbon tax and cap-and-trade 
programmes. 

 
Carbon Border Tax 

• A carbon border tax (CBT) is a tax on carbon emissions attributed to imported goods that have 
not been carbon-taxed at source. 

• The carbon border tax proposal is part of the European Commission’s European Green Deal 
that endeavors to make Europe the first climate-neutral continent by 2050. 

• Its Objective is to ‘incentivize’ greener manufacturing around the world and create parity with 
European manufacturers who are already subjected to substantial carbon levies. 
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• A carbon border tax is able to protect a country’s local manufacturers, motivating them to adhere 
to green regulations. 

• Many EU companies are at a cost disadvantage as they have been paying a carbon border tax and 
for carbon emissions since 2005 under the EU’s Emissions Trading System. 

• The new carbon border tax can therefore lead to a more level playing field against importers, 
especially those from nations with more lax environmental standards. 

 
Impacts on India :  

• As India’s third largest trading partner, the EU accounted for €62.8 billion ($74.5 billion) worth of 
trade in goods in 2020, or 11.1% of India’s total global trade. 

• India’s exports to the EU were worth $41.36 billion in 2020-21, as per data from the commerce 
ministry. 

• The CBT would cover energy-intensive sectors such as cement, steel, aluminum, oil refinery, 
paper, glass, chemicals as well as the power sector. 

• By increasing the prices of Indian-made goods in the EU, this tax would make Indian goods less 
attractive for buyers and could shrink demand. 

 
Road Ahead :  

• Carbon taxing is just one way of holding large emitters accountable for their role in harming the 
environment. 

• However, fundamental changes can’t be forced by tariffs. 
• If the planet is to have any hope of meeting the Paris Agreement goals, drastic measures that 

consider both the economic and social wellbeing of nations’ inhabitants must be taken. 
• This should take all nations into confidence rather than imposing such overnight tariffs. 

 

MAINS PRACTICE QUESTION : What is Carbon Border Tax? What are the Impacts on India? (150 words) 
 
FAQs :  
 
a.What is Carbon Pricing ? 
ANS. Carbon pricing is an approach to reducing carbon emissions that uses market mechanisms to pass 
the cost of emitting to emitters.Its goal is to discourage the use of fossil fuels, address the causes of the 
climate crisis and meet national and international agreements. 
 
b.What is Carbon Border Tax? 
ANS. A carbon border tax (CBT) is a tax on carbon emissions attributed to imported goods that have not 
been carbon-taxed at source.The carbon border tax proposal is part of the European Commission’s 
European Green Deal that endeavors to make Europe the first climate-neutral continent by 2050. 
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